
Demonstration of Inbound
Transactions, Outbound
Transactions, Warehouse
Transactions (Intra-Warehouse)

WH360 is an industry-leading solution that
provides some of the most advanced real-time
inventory management tools like cycle counting,
mobile pick pack ship, and work center reporting.
Hundreds of Oracle SCM customers have turned to
WH360 to eliminate shipping errors and increase
the speed of their operations. WH360 takes over
where ERP systems leave off.
Mastek recommends WH360 because WH360
measurably improves accuracy, productivity,
visibility and profitability across functions with the
following features: 

Built-in Oracle SCM (Native)

Has quick installation and training times 
User-friendly UI

Advanced, value-adding functionality like Inbound
& Outbound License Plating

All WH360 applications, system settings, workflow
configurations, reporting and related utilities are
managed through a single application platform:
the WH360 Smart Console.

Customers are looking towards increase in
inventory management accuracy, ease of
operation and improvement to customer
service while investing in such solutions.

Not Just Data Collection,
Outcome Oriented

A glimpse to the
flow

The multi-tenanted SaaS solution is a
singular implementation on a secured cloud
with its features offered as a service. The
solution is equipped with business
configurability and thus handles functional
changes with least impact to business and
operations.

Multi-tenanted SaaS Solution

WH360 - SaaS

Supply-Chain
On-Cloud

Why use WH360

Industrial companies are turning to cloud
solutions to scale faster and keep their
customers happy. Regardless of the ERP solution,
it’s nearly impossible to have 100% inventory
accuracy if there are manual or paper-based
processes. From the warehouse to the shop floor,
cloud solutions are being sought to maximize
productivity and accuracy by:

Providing secure, anytime-access and data
validation to ERPs

Leveraging the automation benefits of
technologies like barcodes and RFID

Eliminating time-consuming and inaccurate
paperwork

Providing real-time visibility into the warehouse,
shop floor, and service functions. 

Background



WH360 solution provides the fastest and
most effective way to increase inventory
accuracy to 99.99%, improve picking
accuracy to 99.99%, and enhance
productivity by up to 40% in warehousing
and manufacturing environments.

Why Choose WH360

Barcode Labeling & Business Event
Association
Out of Order Scanning
Label Print History

Barcode Leveling and Printing

Reach US
Email: akhil.singhal@mastek.com 

Product Integrated
Features

Industry Specific
Proposition

Choose Us

Healthcare providers can improve patient
satisfaction with WH360 by strengthening
their PAR and Materials control and
improving delivery across their operation.

Healthcare
Purchase Orders (1,2 & 3 Steps)
Transfer Orders
RMA 
ASN Receipt

Receiving:- (Including GTIN)

Businesses that use Oracle Inventory Cloud
can take advantage of powerful mobile
inventory management to drive accuracy,
productivity and efficiency.

Warehouse and Distribution

Track your entire shop floor process in real-
time - from issuing materials, to assembly
and completion. WH360 is compatible to
work with both Discrete and Process
manufacturing.

Manufacturing

Put away
Inspection Receipt 
Miscellaneous Transactions, 
Sub Inventory Transfer 
Inventory and Locator Inquiry 
Cycle Count 
Physical Count 
Inter Org Transfers 

Inventory

Internal Transfer Orders
Sales Orders
Pick and Ship Confirm

Picking and Shipping

PAR Level Definition Management
Mobile PAR Management

PAR Inventory

Distribution / Inventory Control & Counts
MS / Advanced Warehouse Management
Manufacturing/Shop Floor
License Plating

WH360’s purpose-built solution supports
standard Oracle SCM functionality, including:

Configurable Data Capture


